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Details of Visit:

Author: GFM
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 2 Jun 2014 16:00
Duration of Visit: 15 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

I met Nat at an incall at her place. It was clean and very welcoming. There was parking right outside
and very easy to find (Even easier if your Sat Nav doesn't break! :) )

I felt very safe, and inside the lighting was just right enough to not make anything awkward or
uncomfortable. Ground Floor Bedroom is great!

The Lady:

Nat is an incredibly beautiful lady. Slim, and rather tall (I'm rather short anyway) Nat's pictures on
her profile are 100% accurate and she even dressed in the catsuit as I requested, which if you get
the chance, is amazing! I think I will be asking her to wear that again for sure.

The Story:

I have never seen an escort before I met Nat. We met via here, and after me texting her for a little
while. I went to see her. Unfortunately I only had time for 15 mins and it was also mutually agreed
as the best amount of time for me to "try this out" Nat was incredibly patient, professional and
welcoming. After offering me a drink and the use of amenities, she patiently showed me into her
room keeping everything professional, light and very welcoming and seemed genuinely interested in
what I had to say. I drove there and was able to park directly outside with no problems and the
place was easy to find. I felt safe and welcomed as well as being put at ease, with me being a first
timer Nat, was very understanding and patient.

Nat seemed very pleased and happy to see me. A genuine smile when I first saw her. I was
welcomed in to her home, offered a drink and then we "got down to business" Nothing felt awkward
and conversation didn't run dry. I was extremely nervous with this being my first ever time seeing an
Escort. And it blew my mind! Things were a little bumpy arranging the meet, what with availability on
my part and Nat's seemed to clash but when we could work something out it was great!

No clock watching, I didn't feel rushed at all. I really enjoyed my time with Nat. She seemed
genuinely pleased with my company and was very kind and knew exactly what she was doing. A
little mixup with my satnav breaking and her getting ready, but an apology from either side and all
was forgotten and that was that. To see nat is a must if you are ever passing through
Loughborough!
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